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Abstract

This work investigates the potential and limitations of
removing LIDAR sensors from 3D object detection systems.
Such systems usually rely on both RGB images and corre-
sponding LIDAR depth measurements as input. In our work,
we replace the LIDAR depth input with a depth estimate
produced by a neural network. Starting from a single RGB
image, we obtain a depth map, convert it into a LIDAR-like
point cloud and feed it into a second neural network for 3D
object detection. This problem is fundamentally ill-posed
because of the scale ambiguity that is inherent to monoc-
ular depth estimation. While our approach falls short of
reaching near-LIDAR quality, the results are promising for
cases in which the scale can be estimated accurately.

1. Introduction

LIDAR systems are currently irreplaceable for many au-
tonomous driving and robotics applications. While the
depth data is often good and reliable, LIDAR sensors tend to
be very expensive, and there is a high demand for cheaper
solutions. Our work attempts to produce reliable 3D Ob-
ject detection without LIDAR system. In order to achieve
this goal, we extend an existing 3D Object Detection Sys-
tem [11], by replacing the LIDAR depth input data with a
monocular depth estimation from a neural network [5].

2. Related Work

3D Object Detection for autonomous driving applica-
tions is not a new problem and every year several new ap-
proaches are published. We are evaluating and comparing
our results on the KITTI 3D Object Detection Dataset [4].
The approaches that are relevant to our method can be di-
vided into two categories: Those that make use of active
range scanning (LIDAR) and those that only use a single
RGB image to perform the same task. Our approach falls

into the latter category. Generally, the methods that use ac-
tive range scanning vastly outperform the approaches in the
second category. While [3], [14] and [11] obtain a 3D de-
tection AP of 55%− 85%, methods that don’t use LIDAR,
such as [1], [13], and [12] obtain a detection AP of < 14%.
Even methods using stereo information [2] are inferior to
the ones using LIDAR.

Our method aims at combining a state-of-the-art ap-
proach for 3D object detection that makes use of LIDAR,
with a monocular depth estimation network to replace the
LIDAR input. We use [11] for the object detection and
a weakly supervised approach for depth estimation from a
single RGB image [5]. The choice of those networks was
motivated by the performance of those models and the avail-
ability of their implementation. There are a lot of other
well performing monocluar depth estimation methods [8],
[9], [10], all of which suffer from the problem of scale-
ambiguity. The scale ambiguity can be reduced to a min-
imum when training on a relatively homogeneous dataset
(e.g. consisting of images with a fixed focal length), but it
can never be eliminated completely. [6] partially overcomes
this limitation by embedding knowledge of the focal length
into the estimation process. A performance evaluation of
recent monocular depth estimation can be found in [7].

3. New Technique

The existing Frustum PointNet model [11] takes an RGB
image as well as a LIDAR point cloud as input modalities in
order to produce 3D bounding boxes 1. We propose a new
technique which gets rid of the LIDAR data entirely. In-
stead, we replace the depth input with a monocular depth-
estimation from an RGB Image. Figure 2 visualizes this
new approach. In a first step, we produce a depth map from
an RGB image, using a convolutional neural network [5].
We then take this depth map, and transform it into a 3D
point cloud to simulate depth information that was previ-
ously provided by the LIDAR. Lastly, we pass this point
cloud into the Frustum PointNet to produce 3D bounding



Figure 1. Existing Frustum Pointnet model architecture [11]

Figure 2. Our proposed architecture

boxes.
Due to the different structure and scale of the new depth

information, the Frustum PointNet initially performed very
poorly. We therefore launched an effort to re-train the
model from the point cloud using the new input modality,
and experimented with a variety of regularization and other
hyper parameters. The results of this approach are detailed
in the evaluation section. This approach is represented by
the green arrow labeled ”Backprop Point Cloud” in 2).

To take this approach one step further, we started the
significant undertaking of making the entire dataflow train-

able end-to-end, by integrating the two existing networks
into a single trainable graph. A key challenge in accom-
plishing this was to rewrite the Point Cloud Transformation
Operation (Step 2 in Figure 2), in order to make complete
graph differentiable for backpropagation. In addition, the
existing Frustum PointNet 2) heavily relied on offline pre-
processing. We therefore had to additionally rewrite the
entire data processing and dataloader classes, in order to
enable this new end-to-end training. The data processing
involved transform the disparity map to a real-world point
cloud, enforcing constraints on the distance of the road to
the camera (given by a fixed camera setup), and labelling
points in the 3D frustum (defined by a 2D bounding box).
This approach is represented by the orange arrows labelled
”Backprop End to End” in 2). The results of this end-to-end
approach are detailed in the evaluation section.

4. Evaluation and Results

Given the new input modality, the model initially per-
forms poorly, with a 3D Box IoU below 5%. Through sig-
nificant retraining using the point cloud input, our model
achieves an IoU of 23.0%. This is far below the LIDAR-
based IoU of 69.9%. However, given the absence of any
real depth information, this approach shows some potential,
and encourages further research. In particular, we noticed
that the depth maps produced by the RGB-to-Monodepth
network often look plausible, but lack the accuracy of an
active range scanning system.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate this. While the car is clearly
recognizable in the depth map and in the point cloud, the
depth map may suggests the car is 12 meters away, whereas
it might actually only 10 meters away. This discrepancy
alone is enough to produce an IoU of near zero. This fun-
damentally ill-posed problem of producing real depth in-
formation from a Monodepth stream is further detailed in
the discussion section. A stereo-RGB-based depth estima-
tor might produce much better results.



FPointNet [11] FPointNet + Monodepth End-to-end
(LIDAR) (Mono) (Mono)

Segmentation Accuracy (%) 90.4 71.5 80.8
3D Box IoU (%) 69.6 23.0 11.9

Detection AP (%) (IoU = 0.7) 62.9 3.5 0.9

Table 1. Comparison of the baseline method (left), our method only re-training the object detection network (middle) and training both
modules end-to-end (right)

Mono3D [1] MF3D [13] MonoGRNet [12]
3D Detection AP (%) (easy) 2.53 2.31 2.31

3D Detection AP (%) (medium) 10.53 5.69 5.39
3D Detection AP (%) (hard) 13.88 10.19 7.62

Table 2. Other single image 3D object detection methods. Our method obtains 3.5% as an average across images in the three categories
easy, medium, and hard.

Figure 3. Sample depth map produced

Figure 4. Sample 3D pointcloud produced

In a second run, we connected both the depth estimation
and the 3D object detection network into one big tensor-
flow graph, and trained both in an end-to-end fashion. We
surprisingly found that the end-to-end trained model does
not perform on par with the fine-tuned model from above
yet. This is most likely an implementation problem and dis-
cussed in the Future Work section. Table 1 shows the results
from our efforts compared to the baseline model that uses
LIDAR as input. The evaluation metric that is reported most
often is the detection AP, or the percentage of predicted
bounding boxes with an IoU above 70%. While our model
achieves 3.5% on this task, it is noteworthy that even state
of the art methods perform poorly in this category, with de-

tection APs that are usually below 10%. We have included
the detection AP results of 3D object classification methods
that use a single RGB image as input in table 2.

The fact that the end-to-end model achieves a higher seg-
mentation accuracy but a lower 3D Box IoU and detection
AP is due to the depth maps that are produced in the pro-
cess of running the model. As further detailed below, we
observe the depth maps to be inferior in the end-to-end case
due to some implementation problem. This leads to fewer
points in the point cloud being labelled as part of the object,
because most points of the predicted object will lie outside
the 3D bounding box. The percentage of points that are not
part of the object is thus higher, and it’s easier to predict
that a point is not part of the object. However, accurately
predicting the 3D bounding box becomes much more chal-
lenging given incorrect depth information, which is why we
observe a lower box IoU and detection AP.

5. Discussion
While our approach fall short of reaching near-LIDAR

performance, it merits further research in this direction.
With more time for training and for fine-tuning hyper
parameters we expect further performance improvements.
Given the problems that arise form monocular depth esti-
mation, we conclude that a similar approach, enhanced with
some additional prior depth information, e.g. from stereo
images or a cheap, sparse LIDAR system, would be help-
ful.

5.1. Limitations

The results show that a single RGB is not enough to
reach near-LIDAR performance for the task of 3D object
detection. The largest factor that contributes to the loss
in performance is the scale ambiguity that is inherent to
monocular depth estimation. We observe that the predicted



depth maps are often plausible, yet the scale and distance of
the objects does not correspond to the ground truth. For ex-
ample, we frequently observe that a car at a distance of 20
meters is estimated to be 18m or 22m away. This relatively
small error of 10% leads to a significant drop in the perfor-
mance, which is measured as intersection over union of the
3D bounding boxes of cars, cyclist and pedestrians in the
KITTI dataset. Given a more reliable method for depth esti-
mation, such as calibrated stereo correspondences or even a
very spare point cloud from a relatively cheap active range
scanning system could potentially increase the performance
of 3D object detection significantly while keeping the over-
all cost of the system relatively low.

6. Future Work
Our model is training end-to-end, however, the results

from the end-to-end trained model are not convincing yet.
The end-to-end trained model should at least perform on a
similar level as the model that used the monocular depth
estimation in inference only to fine-tune the Frustum Point-
Net. In order to make the depthmap to pointcloud trans-
formation differentiable for end-to-end training, we had
to reimplement a number of methods from scratch in ten-
sorflow. We have benchmarked invdividual components
of this transformation against the non-differentiable equa-
tions, and have found that the resize-methods of Tensor-
flow and OpenCV are producing very different results to
the extent, that the depth estimation can be off by up to
a few meters. This is a known issue, which the ten-
sorflow team is currently trying to resolve (last post was
20 days ago) https://github.com/tensorflow/
tensorflow/issues/6720)/ This difficulty signifi-
cantly diminishes the quality of a pre-trained network, and
additionally also invalidates depth prior estimates, which
worsens the ability of the depth estimation to predict depth
at the correct scale. A retraining on the monodepth net-
work using input images that were resized with Tensorflow
instead of OpenCV would improve this.

In addition, currently only the final loss of the object de-
tection is backpropagated through the network. To improve
training, it might be helpful to add intermediate stages (such
as the result of the depth estimation) to the total loss. As dis-
cussed in 5.1, a more viable approach to 3D object detection
is using a depth estimation method that can predict depth
at the correct scale (such as depth from calibrated stereo-
images). This approach is worth trying, since it overcomes
one fundamental challenge while retaining the main value-
proposition of a low-cost system.
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